Year 6’s Home Learning Letter
30.04.2020
Hi everyone…me again! Hope you’re all keeping well. It’s a shame that the weather has taken a turn for the
worse this week but I hope you’re managing to keep yourselves entertained inside. Remember, to keep in touch
using my email address year6teacher@kingsapps.co.uk – I always love hearing from you. Take care.
Love Miss Wylde
-X -

Spelling

Reading

Rule: Words from the Year 5/6 Statutory Spelling List.
Spelling sentence: The foreign secretary is a member of parliament who is currently leading the government,
including chairing the Cobra Committee.
Practise this week’s spelling sentence. Try to use a range of different techniques over the week. Also use this
week to work on your own personal spellings that you struggle with.
Spend at least 30 minutes reading a book today. I like to get comfy under a blanket when I read.
Re-read the pages of The Clockwork Crow from yesterday, then make a prediction about what might happen
next in the story.

Writing

Explain the
author’s use of:

Handwriting

1) The word ‘rumbling’
2) The phrase ‘settling to a long hissing stop’
3) Short sentences for action
Change the
4) Select a different word for ‘darkness’
underlined
5) Replace the phrase, ‘its carriages and engine clicking and sparking with heat’ with an
sections:
effective alternative
6) Change the short sentences for some action
Create your
Imitating the author’s style, choose a different mode of transport and describe it as it
own:
arrives at its destination
 Short sentences for action
 Description
 Can you use a semi-colon?
Today, let’s look at R, J and U.
Remember,
three by the tree, then three in
a row for flow. Then, write 5
words and 5 sentences that begin with each
letter.
Don’t forget to snuggle your letters and draw
your trees in the margin!
Here are the answers for yesterday’s maths:
a. 64cm2
b. 8 x 8 = 64
c. Area = width x height or Area = w x h

Maths

2a. 156cm2
26 𝑥 12
b.
= 156
2

c. Area =

1. The edges of a cube measure 6cm.
a. Calculate the volume of the cube.
b. Explain how you calculated this.
c. Write a formula to calculate the volume of any cube.
2. The dimensions of a cuboid are:
length: 6m width: 3m height: 2m
a. Calculate the volume of the cuboid.
b. Explain how you calculated this.
c. Write a formula to calculate the volume of any cuboid.
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SPaG

Identify whether the sentence is a question or command.
 Do your stretches before you exercise
 Do you prefer tennis or cricket
 Do the children always go running in the morning
 Do take some water with you to football practice
Wider Curriculum

Geography

What can you find out about the landscape and climate of Modern Greece?
How would describe the location of Greece in relation to the equator, Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn?
Now that you know a little more about the country, create a mindmap exploring the reasons why people would
want to visit Greece.

PE

Joke of the
Day

I’ve started telling everyone about the benefits of eating dried grapes.
It’s all about raisin awareness.

